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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
In recent years, we have seen significant advances being 
made in 3D computer graphics technology, software APIs 
such as Microsoft’s Direct3D and Sun’s Java3D, as well 
as in the consumer 3D acceleration hardware. Thus there 
is a need to review the existing techniques of modeling 
and animation of hair. 
 
Various methods have been employed to model human 
hair, including modeling hair strands individually [1, 4]; 
using trigonal prisms with 2D hair distribution maps [3, 
9] and more recently, volumetric visualization techniques 
[6, 7]. These approaches concentrate mainly on modeling 
hair accurately, and often require specialized rendering 
algorithms. As such, hardware acceleration is unlikely to 
be available for the above approaches, making them more 
suitable for off-line graphics system. 
 
We propose a different but simple framework of hair 
modeling and animation that is suitable for real-time 
applications. The main idea is to model and animate hair 
in strips, using polygon tessellation, texture-maps and 
transparency. 
 
2 THE FRAMEWORK 

 
Hair strands can be grouped into strips, which are 
modeled geometrically by parametric surfaces. Texture 
mapping using hair images can then be applied on these 
surfaces (Figure 1(a)). The alpha map (Figure 1(b)) in 
texture mapping removes the “rectangular look” of these 
surfaces and adds the final realism (Figure 1(c), 1(d)). A 
variety of shapes may be defined for each strip (Figure 
1(e)). 
 
We took all advantages of parametric surface such as its 
accurate and compact representation, shape editing 
techniques, and inherent continuity. 
 
Another advantage of this framework is that the level-of-
detail is scalable (Figure 1(f) and 1(g)) by applying 
multiresolution techniques. When the viewpoint is far, a 
courser tessellation is used. When getting closer, it can be 
tessellated more finely. Similarly, we can use different 
resolution of images for texture mapping. The established 
technique of MIP Mapping is also applied [10]. 
 
The use of texture mapping, as well as a large number of 
polygons tessellated from parametric surfaces, makes 

good use of current development of software and 
hardware acceleration technology [5, 8]. 
 
Animation is achieved by displacement of the control 
points of hair strips. Existing techniques such as the 
physically based modeling of clothes [2] can be applied to 
solve animation issues like collision detection. We are 
exploring further in this direction now. The current 
experiments are done using key framing (figure 1(i)). 
 
3 IMPLEMENTATION 

 
Our framework is object-oriented. The Java3D 1.1.3 API 
is used for the implementation. Each hair strip is 
implemented as one object, which contains information 
of its geometry and appearance. In addition, the hair strip 
object contains methods to re-tessellate and deform its 
geometry to generate new key-frames. It also has listeners 
that wake up on events to trigger animation and selection 
of different level-of-detail for tessellation. The object-
oriented model improves interactivity. 
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(a) Texture Map (b) Alpha Map (c) A Collection of Hair Strips, 
Gouraud Shaded 

(d) With Texture and Alpha Maps 
Applied 

 
 
 

    
(e) A “Volumetric” Pony 
Tail Hair Strip 

(f) Low Level of Detail (g) Higher Tessellation (h) Front View 

 
 
 
 

  
Original, Frame 0 Interpolated, Frame 1 Interpolated, Frame 2 Generated, Frame 3 

(i) Snapshots of Four Frames from the Key Framing Animation 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1: Experiment Results 


